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Policy Board
Discusses
New Proposal
Plans for cooperating with the state
teachers college board and the presi
dents committee in the proposal for
setting up an automonous board were
discussed at the inter-faculty policies
committee meeting in Minneapolis
last Saturday. Dr. Glenn Dildine of
the science department, Byron D.
Murray, English division head and
Samuel Bridges of the history depart
ment were MSTC representatives to
the meeting which was held at the
Curtis hotel. Dildine is chairman of
the group.
The proposal would have the finan
cial as well as the educational poli
cies of the state teachers colleges
controlled by the board alone sub
ject only to the legislative appropria
tions. Types of legislation for the
program were discussed, as were
methods for supporting it. Mr. Mur
ray was selected chairman of the
committee on publications to be used
explaining the present situations and
what is hoped to be gained by the
revision. Methods of
approaching
MEA and other groups interested in
education in Minnesota to support
the program were reported at the,
meeting.
Adjustments to war time conditions
in the teachers colleges were com
pared, and the committee members
are preparing recommendations for a
state-wide program.
Future work of the committee will
be the planning of a long range pro
gram for teachers colleges which in
cludes suggestions for additions to
curriculum and comparison with ac
credited institutions.
The inter-faculty policies commit
tee is made up of two representatives
from each teachers college who re
port on the activities to the colleges.
The purpose of the committee is
to coordinate and improve work of all
the colleges in cooperation with the
presidents and the state board.

VOLUME LIV

Christmas
Assortment
Like a Christmas stocking, this
pre-holiday week has bulged with
an assortment, not of knobby
packages, but of gala events.
6irst symptoms of the season in
the dormitories were the Christ
mas trees. Brought into Comstock
and Wheeler parlors, all drab and
folded together, they responded
miraculously to a tinsel and glass
beauty treatment.
Carol singing around Wheeler
fireplace on Tuesday night after
the doors closed was arranged by
Mrs. Jessie Askegaard. Special
program numbers were vocal solos,
"The Virgin's Slumber
Song",
Catherine Haukebo, Underwood, and
"What Do the Bells Say", Ruby
Flatau, Perham; a piano solo,
"White Christmas", Patricia Nel
son, Twin Valley; and songs by a
quartet of freshman girls.
Candelight and
gowns
that
swept the floor set the mood for
Dahlie's traditional Christmas din
ner Wednesday night in the din
ing hall, and for the formal social
hour that followed. The latter is
an innovation of this year.
Evenings have been taken up by
the campus school pageant Wed
nesday, the Euterpe concert Thurs
day, followed by a faculty coffee
hour, and a generous sprinkling of
dormitory floor parties and small
social gatherings.

Bridges Plans
Oxford Debate

Final plans for the Oxford style de
bate were made by squad members and
Mr. S. G. Bridges last Monday night.
Those chosen to present the debate
are Stanley Campbell, Moorhead; Al
ton Peterson, Glyndon; Adrienne Norby, Hawley, and Leona Mae SharH. M. Loy, J. Hetland
bono, Mahnomen.
Supervise Classes
Invitations are being prepared for
In response to governmental
all interested students and faculty
Z' "UCTP i!^ rnon' members- The debate will be staged
of communications, MSTC, in cooperation with the University of Min- about 5 o clock on January 12 after ;
nesota, is offering a 16-week course in which the audience and debaters will
radio. Mr. Hubert Loy. physical science have dinner and discuss not only the
instructor, and J.^Hetland, chief ^ra- materjaj presented but also the speakdio engineer at WDAY, are in charge .
! mg ablllty of the participants.
of the class.
A regular series of discussions and
Any person, man or woman, who
has completed two years of high inter-squad debates were also plan
school mathematics and one year of ned for old and new members of the
high school physics is now eligible
to enroll. Up to 10 per cent of the squad.

College Offers
Radio Course

student personnel may receive in
struction at one time, but the class
is open to persons not connected with
the college. Those men now in the
enlisted reserves, or subject to call
for active duty, may enroll upon meetting the above requirements.
Classes, which meet Monday, Wed
nesday, and Thursday evenings from
7 to 10 o'clock in Weld hall, have met
three times with a turnout of 14
people. The next session is January
4. Those interested are asked to re
port at that time. Four quarter hours
of credit will be given.
Certificates will be given to those
who successfully complete the course.
Members are under no obligation to
enter the armed forces.
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Eight Seniors Honored
Reserve Plans Nine Students
Will Change
Head Honor Roll

Yearbook Has
Student Poll

Eight seniors will be honored in the
Holmquist Announces
Fifty-four men at MSTC are now
"Representative Senior" section of the
participating in the military reserve
Dragon year book this year as a re
A and B Students
program of the United States gov
Nine MSTC students who earned sult of Monday's student voting. In
ernment.
superior honor in scholarship during the group are Monroe Balkenol, Wa
Seven men in the army air force re
the fall term with a total of 48 hon- dena; Florence Felde, Fargo; Ruth
serve include Hugo Lehrer, Red Lake or points or more to their credit are Gilbertson, Roseau, Leonard Johnson,
Falls; Gordon Nohre, Thief River Betty Fritzke, Moorhead; Clarice John- FarwelI: Tony Malfeo' Staples; DougFalls; Alton Peterson, Glyndon; George son, Battle Lake; Leonard Johnson, las Murray' Wadena: Shirley K. Peter
Scanlon, Seattle, Wash.;
Donald Farwell; Eleanor Nolan, Minneapolis; son, Ada; and Maynard Reynolds,
Schlattman, Alberta; Dan Murphy, Jean Rutkowski, Climax; Leona Mae Moorhead.
Felton; and Reynold Amundson, Peli Sharbono, Mahnomen; Margaret Ste COLLEGE MUSICIAN
can Rapids.
Balkenol is active in campus music
vens, Crookston; Bernardine Tivis, FarSigned up for the army enlisted re go; and Emily Tolbert, Pelican Rapids circIes 35 a pianist and member of the
serve are Orville Austin, Stan Camp
,
,.
.
, , , .
choir, band and men's quartet. Sigma
According to scholarship rules only Tau Delt natlonal honorary
bell, Howard Erickson, David Gosshose
students
who
are
carrying
at
fraternityi AJpha Psi Q
nau0nal
lee, Melvin Evans, Tom Snarr, Gerhardt Wentz, and Maurice Zuehls- least six horns of college work and re- dramatics fraternity, Alpha Epsilon
s an
s aie quail led socad fraternity, and Newman club are
dorff of Moorhead; Monroe Balkenol 'Ceiv on y
and Douglas Murray, Wadena; Bur- for the honor roU^ Miss Delsie Holm- his affuiates. He has a leading role
aette Coleman and Norman Felde, Far qrnst is head of the scholarship com- m the senior class play md was chos_
go; Marvel Deike, Detroit Lakes; Le- mi eeen for the American Colleges Who's
On the A honor roll with at least 40 who this fall. He is doing work in
iand Fett, Judson, N. D.; Glenn John
son, Barrett; Robert Lay ton and John honor points are Astrid Anderson, the English and music fields
Editor of the
plorence
Poliseno, Dilworth; Gordon Nelson, Warren; Raymond Anderson, Newfolden; Dorothy Canton, Montevideo; Au- Felde. she has held offlces ta Eut
Staples; John MacDonald, Hawley.
Studying under the naval reserve drey Card, Fdngal N. D; Maxrne Smgers, French-German club, Sigma
Dil- Tau Delta> student commission Md ^
V-l program are Samuel Bridges, Wal Champ, Avenh; Arlene Cota
lace Solien, and Thomas Towey, Moor worth; Dorothy Fobes Moorhead; a member of choir, band and LSA. She
head; Hunter Helgeson, Bagley; Ber Richard Forseth, Detroit Lakes; Don also win ^ Usted in Who,s ^0,
nard McGuire, Staples; Carl Pelton- Hetzler, Fargo, N. D.; Muriel Janzen, Ulsh is her major with music ^
iemi, New York Mills; Max Powers, Moorhead; Dorothy Jefferson, Moor- French ^ minors
Lake City, and Alfred Vig, Dilworth. head; Alice Jorgenson, Lisbon, N. D.;
Ruth Gilbertson ^ secretary-treasurV-7 students include Earl Bjelland, Elizabeth Kiser, Crookston; Adrienne er of the student commission, and ofErskine; Robert Bruns, Fargo; Har Norby Hawley; Lillian Olson, Canby; ficer in Lambda phi sigma> local ^
Max Powers, Lake City; Maynard Rey- ucation honorary fraternity, and holds
old Erickson, and Joseph Tritchler of
nolds, Moorhead; Astrid Rosier, Fer- membership in Kappa Delta Pi, naMoorhead; Floyd Garven, Barnesville; tile, Geoige Scanlon, Moorhead; An- tional education honorary fraternity,
Leonard Johnson, Farwell; Marvin ne Slette, Wadena; Doris Stenhjem, and Psi Delta Kappa sorority. she is
Malfeo, Staples; Arnold Opgrand, Hal- Fargo, N. D.; Hazel Trace, Fargo, N. an elementary major.
FORENSICS GUIDE
stad; Elroy Utke, Enderlin, N. D., D.; and Marvyl Wheeler, Hawley.
Listed on the B honor roll with 32
Leonard Johnson, student forensics
and Raymond Anderson, Newfolden.
or more points are Helen Aasen, Far- commissioner, has been outstanding in
Neville Johnson, Fergus Falls; Jack well; Joyce Lura, Hawley; Earl Bjel- dramatics and is president of Sigma
Newberger, Herman, and Calvin Ol land, Erskine; Ruth Campion, Moor- Tau Delta. Kappa Delta Pi, Lambda
son, Hawley, are working under the head; Judith Chilton, Detroit Lakes; Phi Sigma, LSA and Owl fraternity.
navy's V-5 plan. David Pender, Haw- victor Edenloff, Osakis; Ruth Gilbert- An English major, he's listed in Who's
• son, Roseau; Dorothy Hanson, Trail; Who and is in the senior nlav cast
ley, is the representative under the Beverly Hicks Moorhead; Helm Jae^
A transfer from St joto's SvSty
V-6 program.
h;el, Frazee; Marjorie Johnson, Aber- Tony Malfeo will finish his senior yew
The candidates class for commis- ; crombie, N. D.; Hjordis Jorve, Hal- next fall as co-captain of the football
sion in the United States marine corps stad; Gertrude Larson, Rothsay; Lo- • team. He is president of Newman club,
lists Joe DeMars Argyle- Robert Field- Ls Larson- Moorhead; Velma Mikkel- student commissioner of athletics and
1 son, Lake Park; Ruby Neprud, Shelly; a member of M club.
er. Staples; George Garven, Barnes- ; Gordon Nohre Thief River Palls;
Douglas Murray, majoring, in physiville, Clinton Sheffield, Moorhead; El- , Gladiola Olson, Rochert; Lillah Ol- cal science, is student music commisburn Cooper, Fargo, and Richard Ben- son, Moorhead; Alton Peterson, Glyn- sioner and trombone soloist with the
don; Margie Roberts, Richwood; Har- band and appears with the choir and
son of Hannaford, N. D.
riet Rovelstad, Underwood; Jean Bet- men's quartet. He is affiliated with
ty St. Pierre, Mahnomen; Norma Alpha Epsilon.
Sands, Alvarado; Mae Tonneson, Mah- TWICE A QUEEN
Shirley K. Petersen has mounted the
nomen; Mary Witasek, Lankin, N. D.;
throne twice during her college career
and Maurice Zuehlsdorff, Moorhead. —as homecoming queen and as Dragon
realys queen. She acts as pep com
missioner and has a part in the senior
class play. An elementary major, Shir
ley is president of Pi Mu Phi sorority
and is in Dragon Masquers.
Christmas greens and an arrange- DN°T ^ioned at Port Bragg, N. C.,
Private Maynard Reynolds also rement of organ pipes formed the stage ccives his diploma in June having
setting Thursday night for the annual satisfied requirements before he was
yuletide concert of the Euterpe Singers drafted into the army. Reynolds is
at eight o'clock in Weld auditorium. ex~President oi the student commis1 •«»
j Wenck
, directed
, , the
,,
, sion and
Maude
womens
, , headed
, ,Tau Kappa
, _ Alpha
iJ anational forensics honorary fraternity,
! choral group in a program of season- band and Alpha Epsilon. He acted as
! al music.
MiSTiC business-manager in his junior
Catherine
Haukebo,
Underwood; 'year and is listed in Who's Who.
| Shirley K. Peterson, Ada, and Dorothy
Fobes, Moorhead, were featured solo
ists, with Norma Sands, Alvarado, act
ing as narrator.
Christmas carols were on the pro
Stage decoration's were designed and gram Tuesday when WAA initiated
ten new members. Included in the
constructed by Mr. Nels Johnson, art
list are Kathryn Kay, Clotis; Avis
instructor, and the lighting effects Kay, Richville; Grayce Merrick, Kent;
were planned by Dr. Ella Hawkinson. Velma Mikkelson, Lake Park; Doro
Miss Nina Draxten
Cover design for the programs was thy Taasaas, Comstock; Jane Kjenstad; Florence Stumbo, Ulen; Han
made by Pearl Gronsdahl, a student
nah Blegen, Staples; Violet Swanson,
of Mr. Johnson in the campus high Farg0j and Lorraine Scott, Pelican
school.
Rapids.

Draxten Directs Seniors In
Class Play Slated February 3

, Tentative date set for the senior
class play "Another Language," is Feb
ruary 3, 1943, announces Miss Nina E.
Draxten, director.
The play, a clever comedy, had a
successful run on Broadway in the
late 1920's. It is a psychological study
of famiIy relations.
j
The story revolves around the Hallum family. The cast, selected after
this week's tryouts, is comprised of:
Mr. Hallum, Dan Murphy, Felton; Mrs.
Hallum, Jean Betty St. Pierre, Mah
nomen; Harry Hallum, Leonard John- !
son, Farwell; Helen Hallum, Genevieve
Johnson, Hoffman; Walter Hallum.
Howard Erickson, Moorhead; Grace
Hallum. Ruth Carlson, Felton; Paul
By Don Hetzler
The First Christmas, pageant in five Hallum, Reynold Amundson, Pelican
scenes, was presented twice on Wed Rapids; Etta Hallum, Marjorie Kinnenesday by the MS Campus school and borg, Moorhead; Victor Hallum, Mon
Euterpe Singers with all the grace roe ,Balkenol,
,, _ Wadena; Stella Hallum,
and charm that Christmas carols and j ®hlrIey K- Petersen, Ada; Jerry Hallittle children can lend. The lighting lum' Selvm R°velstad, Underwood,
and costuming, beautifully done in
Committees for publicity, staging,
themselves, provided sympathetic back- eostumes, and properties will be seground.
I lected from members of the senior
Scenes depicted were the annuncia- classtion, the journey to Jerusalem, by
Rehearsals will begin the first week
Joseph and Mary, the angels tidings to after the Christmas recess
| Approximately 200 people attended
the shepherds, coming of the kings
the Christmas vesper services held
and the adoration of the Christ Child
Sunday, December 14, in Weld auditor
at the manger. Especially impressive
ium under the auspices of the YWCA,
YMCA, and the student commission.
were the tableaux of the message to
the shepherds and Gloria in Excelsis
Carols by the audience opened the
Six members were inducted into
with a profusion of angels, and the the MSTC chapter of Kappa Delta service
Christmas story was read
scene in the stable, complete with cher Pi, national honorary education fra- from tbe scripture by Leonard O.
ubs from the kindergarten. The cast ternity, at ceremonies in Wheeler Johnson, Farwell, and readings were
recessed to Yon's "Jesu Bambino" af- parlor at 6 p. m. Initiates are Mar- presented by Stanley Campbell, Moorter being sung by Gabriel (Catherine jr,rie Anderson, Warren; Ruth Gil- head. Genevieve Johnson, Hoffman,
Nemzek) assisted by Mary < Ftucli berts0n, Roseau; Alvina Schmidt, and Astrid Rosier, Fertile. The musi-

Campus School
Gives Pageant

Euterpe Presents
Christmas Concert

Ten Women Join
Athletic Group

YfPCA Sponsors
Christmas Vespers

Kappa Delta Pi
Initiates Six Seniors

^S^e^w^e^rles00^^
itsch and Stanley Murray and the
part of Joseph was taken by Gerald
Schwendeman. The chorus, Euterpe
Singers and stage groups were direct
ed by Miss Maude Wenck. Accom
panists were Pat Nelson, Twin Val
ley, organ, and Arlene Cota, Dilworth,
piano.

Hart, Mahnomen; Hazel Trace, Fargo, and Leonard Johnson, Farwell. Dinner in the
Hollyhock room followed with carols
and a reading by Miss Martha
Kleppe on the program.
Miss Marie Sorkness was chairman
of the arrangements committee.
Fergus

Palls:

Joanne

cal portion of the program was comprised of organ music by Patricia
Nelson, Twin Valley, and Arlene Cota, Dilworth; "Silent Night" by Shirley K. Petersen, Ada, and "We Three
Kings" by the AE quartet in an ar
rangement by Douglas Murray, Wade
na.

Calling All Piggy Banks!

Pennies Mobilized For War Work
Calling all piggy banks, sugar bowls, i copper (not to mention all the zinc and
glass jars and size 13 sox! The United j tin) which is sorely needed for war
States mint has a bone to pick with j purposes. Obviously the job of MSTC
you.
| students is merely to put back in cirThe organization is not condemning culation all these idle coins that are
the worthy practice of saving. It IS cluttering up glass pigs all over the
concerned about 1-cent pieces, for country. The idea is NOT to return
which there is an enormous demand them to the mint or elsewhere for
occasioned by sales taxes, federal ex melting.
cise taxes, vending machines and oth
But wait! Here's a better plan. Con
er factors.
The treasury department at Wash- vert those shekels into war savings
ington estimated that there isn't one stamps. See Hjordis Jorve for further
family that doesn't have a penny- details.
saving member. So that's where MSTC
It is important that small corns be
students come into the picture.
accessible for the proper execution of
Into the 1 billion 347 million pennies the war. It's your patriotic duty. Start
minted last year went 4600 tons of diggin' students.
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A Christmas Wish
By Jean Ru'.kowski

Christmas, 1942

This wish could be so much more fully mean
ingful, if while I were speaking of these things
of Christmas, I could hand you a pungent piece
of spruce, and if at the end I could frame this
all in holly. I would be delicious to revel whol
ly and completely in this holiday spirit but un
fortunately such would be unpractical and so
this becomes the next best thing.
When I thought of Christmas, I saw a church
in a new fallen snow with those gathered to
gether in an age-old prayer, a girl and a man
with a hope and a prayer, and the old and the
young together in prayer.
Now I think of Christmas and see: — the
churches still here but not as full as they were,
the old and the young gathered, but fewer than
once, and the radiant girl stands alone looking
up through the settling snows, while others
stand with her, wherever they might be, alone
—under the mistletoe.
That is past and this is present. It isn't
all the same now for any of us, but the spirit
and hope and the wish from all of us remains
always the same. That is what Christmas is
for.

"Peace on earth, good will to men"
has a rather empty ring this year. This
isn't the first year, however, that
those words have seemed ironic and
a bit tragic since they were caroled by
angels nearly two thousand years ago.
It seems reasonable then that if this
message has lasted through the tribu
lations of humankind and has still re
tained its offer of harmony and salva
tion for the world, we aren't too far
lost, even though there are many lead
en hearts and bleak futures. Above
all the spirit of Christmas with its glow
By Krank and Hsalter
and joy, must not be allowed to be di
Tis the weeks before Christmas; we go on the
minished at any time at which this war
snoop
may end. And then when a treaty will
end it all, it will be based on the an 'Round campus and classroom, 'mongst moron
gel's message of the first Christmas
and droop,
eve, "Peace on eatrh, and good will to To pry out and relate to you the one main thing
men."
That these kiddies want most for Santa to
*
*
*

Seasonal variations
By Marg Stevens, the Christmas Wraith
0 Notes made during Monday's blackout by
the light of a luminous clock dial: One's con
ception of the word 'night' changes when the
pink glow of neons and the artificial stars of
the city are wiped from the horizon. . . For
more centuries than even your columnist can '
remember, we have been kept desperately busy
pushing away the dark with fire and candles
and whale oil and kilowatts . . . now, with a
dinosauric wail from the air raid siren, we are
plunged back a couple of million years into the
pre-historic version . . . rather pleasant, in a
way . . . only advantage of the Neanderthal
man is that he had no chairs to fall over in the
dark.. .
0 Random observations while shopping for
a straight jacket with daisies embroidered on it
to make Tivis' Christmas a happy one: The
caste system has at last invaded the world of
trade—the walls of the Fargo Woolworth store
bear the Woolworth crest at discreet intervals,

Little Ester Mahle

Gallop Pole

Thank You, Mr. McNutt

Thank you, Mr. McNutt, for those
kind words. They are more than
words, of course, for they give us
promise of a real policy. For a while
it looked as though some of the poli
ticians were trying to shove American
higher education toward the scrap
heap along with retired jallopies and
tinware.
England had a similar experience.
In the first scramble of the attack they
started to scrap their educational sys
tem. They found it didn't work in a
civilized country like England. Juve
nile delinquency increased alarmingly
(as it is doing here). Young men lost
their hold on things, a cultural slump
set in. England took quick and dras
tic steps to bring the teachers back,
even took them from the armed forces.
As manpower co-ordinator, Mr. Mc
Nutt sees our problem in a similar
light. Our country needs the colleges
and needs teachers as never before.
At a time when the war boom is of
fering all kinds of prosperous or glam
orous-looking opportunities to young
and old, we must find means to re
cruit teachers—leaders, if you wish—
those who are educated to think for
themselves—and others.

bring.
•

*

*

*

Neville Johnson, besides holiday cheer,
Wants a new joke to tell for this coming year.
*
*
*
*
An X-card for me, Bud Coleman cries,
Echoing Bob Layton's drooling sighs.
•

*

•

•

Friday, December 18, 1942

"All I know Is that somebody asked

A meerschaum for Murray to smoke and to puff,
me to buy a seal for Christmas."
A tweezer for Spencer to pluck at the fluff.
• • * •
An honest-to-gawd man for Marcia D.
Horn Rims and All
And twenty-five like 'em for Elaine C. Mee.
• » • *
Privacy for the suffering Dragon staff
By Leona Mae Sharbono
i
Wall-less, the MiSTiC will infringe on their
That irresistible glamour, lent to him by his
half.
quaint horned-rimmed spectacles, has captivated j
*
*
«
*
the freshmen of New York university for "Si- j
And a harem for me;
mon Legree" Lillywhite, recently of the MSTC
Now the end is in sight.
order. It seems that 600 frosh committed an
Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night.
irregularity when they selected Mr. Lillywhite,
Good night!
who is also attending classes, as .their adviser |

a W' rampant on an ecru field. . . No bar
sinister, but there's a lunch counter. . .
Clerks in men's stores always look resentful
at this time of year . . . for the same reason
that men in barber shops become sullen and
bury their waiting stubble in the latest Sat Eve
Post when a woman comes in for a haircut?
Lone old ladies feel compelled to buy things for
themselves at Christmas time, if they have no
one else for whom to buy . . . you see them here
and there asking for practical underwear and
lisle stockings, with lost looks on their faces. . .
0 After the manner of Ogden Nash:

God rest ye merry gentlemen,
But I can't reassure you about letting nothing
you, etc., because if you can interrupt was
sailing long enough to listen to me, I'm afraid
What you will be is dismaid.
1 don't like to be shocking,
But this year I refuse to hang up my stocking.
Go ahead; deck the halls with boughs of holly;
I won't be jolly.
My decision has nothing to do with snortages, priorities, or the poverty of the Polish
Jews,
But this Christmas my socks will remain
where they belong, in my shoes.
The reason for this bitter remark
Would make even good King Wenceslas halt
in his tracks right on the feast of Stephen
and turn around and leave the poor man
out there gathering fuel in the dark.
It would cause Scrooge to hastily call his
bank
And stop payment on the check he gave to
charity on Christmas morning at the immi
nent risk of being called a fusty old crank.
On very good authority I have this inside
dope—
My cousin Jasmine is planning on making
my Christmas hideous with a carton—not a
bar, or two bars, but a carton—of lilac scent
ed soap.
A new program of basic studies in elements
of the American cultural tradition has been
introduced into the curriculum of Benning
ton college. (ACP)

Simon Lillywhite Charms NYU Freshmen

MSTC In the Fight

James Frey Receives Commission
Pi, morions are in the news along with furloughs foi MSTC men now hi the service.
Included among those graduating from the
ait foice advanced flying school at Luke field,
Phoenix, Aiizona, is James W. Frey, former
student at MSTC. Lieutenant Frey is from
Leonard, N. D.

a few weeks ago. Naturally the dean's office
suffered a severe shock, and consent for such
a revolutionary bit of politics was withheld,
The freshmen then petitioned for a special exception which was granted only after the dean
had thoroughly "investigated" LilJ^white and
warned that "it was highly irregular."
The Lillywhites took a flying leap last June
from this land of Scandinavian accents to the
heart of Greenwich village where very few peo
ple speak English, as we know it, and are
equally uninterested. Of course, this section
presented more of the oddities of New York City
than any other section. Much to Lillywhite's
resentment, everyone rich or poor kept a dog
or cat or both.
They found everyone in the city was enor
mously and unintentionally conceited about
New York. Most of the natives seemed to have
no conception of anything outside the few
blocks in which they live, and they energetical
ly resist any opportunity to find out. Even Mr.
Lillywhite's phonetics teacher made attempts
to make him drop his r's and broaden his a's.
Not until the summer session was over and
the 5 A's stacked up did the Lillywhite family
,OD „„ . . „ „ _ . ...
...
. ^
of to
Coffer Wv

, physical education instructor at the naval opi eration base, Norfolk, Virginia.
Norman Seim, two-year graduate, is in the
army air corps at Pendelton field, Oregon.
Second Lt. Donald Knie, who is with the
coast artillery anti-aircraft, was in Ireland
at the time when his last letter was sent. His
Spectator at the Hamline-MSTC game Friday mail will reach him with this address:
night was Sgt. Ed Hansman, home on furA.S.N.O.—10426223 B'try F-2nd Bn.
209th C.A. (A.A.) A.P.O. 813
And that reminds us that war stamps leugh. He is enroute from Berkeley, Calif., to
|
c!o Postmaster, New York.
are still on sale at MSTC. Tuesday's, Fort Sill, Okla, to enter officers training school.
He
leaves
Lt. Edgar Fuller, who is with the coast
sale by the commission didn't come up
Moorhead Saturday,
to last week's record. The tabulations
Verne Franke, two-year graduate .in 1941, | guards, is located at 1931 Center st„ Berkeley,
at the exchange, however, show that has been promoted to corporal in the marine CaUfthe same day was a good one for them, corps. He is stationed at Fort Worth, Texas, RiChard j0rdan' Pharmacists mate, petty.
Don't forget that monthly pay check- as a supply man at the
3rd class, is working at the United states j
'
'
"
"
er ba£e there
ing Greenwich Village.
Naval hospital, Oakland, California.
or is it a weekly allowance for you?
tn isted June 6 and took his basic quarterNiles Jefferson is doing military police duty
On leave of absence from MSTC, Lillywhite
Keep lickin' 'em.
intersperses his full-time teaching at NYU with
master training at Toledo, Ohio.
at Camp Carson, Colorado.
Now a staff sergeant at Camp Barkeley, TexDavid Johnson is working in the naval hos- work on his doctor's thesis, a survey of speech
Rudolf Kogan, 20, pre-medical student at
needs of Minnesota teachers.
pital at San Diego.
as,
is
Richard
Holzer,
former
Battery
F
man.
University of Minnesota and a native of Rus
Sgt.
Melvin
West,
who
is
also
at
Berkeley,
Fred Kellett, a former basketball star, is a
sia, recently overcame nationality barriers and
The 131-page book, "Youth Education in
California, in the anti-aircraft coast artillery,
was inducted into the army after a 12-month
The University of California library has a has been awarded a red bar for excellent serv Practical Living," is a product of the Pitt sum
ice. He has also won a medal for rifle marks mer workship laboratory in teaching. It is a
struggle to get in. (ACP)
collection of 47,056 Chinese volumes. (ACP)
study guide and source book in functional high
manship.
Arnold Grove, an aerographer in the navy, is school education.
at Camp Morrett, California.
The Western MISTIC
Following the Dragons
Another MS grad who is taking officers
Subscription price, $1.50; single copies, 5c.
training is Walter Mikulich, who is at Fort Student activity tee includes subscription to.
each s t u d e n t regularly enrolled and to each
Benning, Georgia.
home from which s t u d e n t comes. Subscription
also
included in alumni dues.
More weddings of MSTC former students and
Completing her year of graduate work at CoSgt. Russell Bergford is serving in the signal
weekly newspaper published by Maorhead
alums are in the news this week.
lumbia university in New York is Kathryn Fey- corps in Australia. He is chief of his platoon S t A
a t e Teachers college every F r i d a y of the
college year, printed in the college p r i n t shop
At services in the MacArthur chapel at Camp ereisen, who received her degree from MSTC and recreational leader.
and issued a t the college.
Cooke, Calif., Erlyce Davis became the bride of in 1941. Miss Feyereisen is majoring in ele
Entered a s second class m a t t e r a t the postLast heard from in England was Lt. Bun Bly,
Dr. James A. Rynning on December 7. Mrs. mentary education specializing in club work and who left MSTC in 1941 with Battery F. Mail office a t Moorhead, Minnesota.
Member
Rynning, MSTC grad, has been an instructor in student organization. A member of the stu should be addressed to Lt. Ervin Bly, 0-560649,
the New York Mills public schools. Dr. Ryn dent council and chairman of the program 439th Bomb Sq., 319th Bomb Group, A.P.O. 520,
Associated Cblle&iaie Press
ning is a lieutenant in the dental corps. They for the Elementary club, she serves on the chap c o Postmaster, New York.
Distributor of
el committee of the Teachers college chapel
will make their home at Santa Maria, Calif.
Lt, Cyril J. Karsnia, former Battery F man,
programs.
A
report
of
hers
will
appear
soon
in
Golie&iale
Di6est
The engagement of Alice Marsden, two-year
was married December 7 in St. Mary's Church
the
"Teachers
College
Record."
grad, to Corporal Wesley St. John has been an
Editorial Staff
to Marcella Lorsung of Breckenridge. Lieuten
A letter to Beatrice Lewis of the administra ant Karsnia received his basic training at Ran Florence Felde
nounced. Miss Marsden is at present teaching
Editor-in-chief
Tivis
Associate editor
in the Clayton, Wise., schools. Cpl. St. John is tion office from Mrs. Chet Gilpin (Doris John- dolph and Foster fields in Texas and is now Bernardine
Elaine Mee
S t a t e editor
j son, two-year grad in 1934) gives information stationed at Hunter field, Savannah, Georgia, Margaret Stevens
stationed at Barksdale field, La.
News editor
Dan Murphy
Sports editor
a
Campus visitor last week was Glenn Gunder-t -bout ber -amily. Lt. (j. g.) Gilpin is chief as a pilot instructor.
Don Hetzler
F e a t u r e editor
J e a n Betty St. P i e r r e
Organizations editor
son, who recently returned from school and §unner'' officer on his ship and is third in cornJoanne H a r t , Alvina Schmidt, Marianne Whadefense work on the west coast. Glenn is await- manc Uis borne port is San Francisco. Gilpin
Twenty-five professors of Holland's Uni
*en
Special w r i t e r s
ing induction into the army.
*'s a ^
saad. Mrs. Gilpins sister, Elaine John- versity of Amsterdam have been dismissed un
Business Staff
„
j, „
.
„
,
son, wlro attended MSTC from 1934-37, is sent der Nazi pressure. (ACP)
TI, ,
Bob Lay ton
Business m a n a g e r
Settled in Bremerton, Wash.,
are Mr. and Mrs.
Marcia Daniels
. . Advertising i
Bruno Snartland, married just recently. Mrs ^
University of St. Louis where she will
University of Minnesota now has a co-ed 'j Henry B. Weltzin
we. t z i n ! . ! . ! . ! .
Technical a
Snartland is the former Kathleen Oakes, fresh- \ take a three-months training as instructor in mail carrier—Helen Hanson, a home econom
Allen E . Woodall
Editorial adviser
man at MSTC last year.
les freshman. (ACP)
radio for the army air force flying cadets.
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Capers Lose To Cobs; Set For Jimmies
Hamline Defeats
Dragons Easily
The Dragons got a forty-minute
lesson in
basketball playing last
Friday night on the home court from
the Hamline Pipers, but paid dearly
for it as the 65-42 score will indicate.
Joe Hutton's national collegiate cham
pions took command as though their
victory was predestined, methodically
but gracefully.
They counted 17 points before the
slow-starting Dragons made a point.
Then with nine minutes of play
gone, Harold Erickson sank a long
one for the Dragon's only first quar
ter score.
Ken Thompson, Piper guard, opened
the scoring with a long basket where
upon ail-Americans Norlander and
Schultz took over to bring the score
to 11-0 in the first three minutes.
The score at the end of the first
quarter was 17-2.
The second quarter was played on
even terms as the Dragons register
ed 10 points to Hamline's 18 to make
the half-time difference 23 points at
35-12.
Throughout the first half the
Dragons had trouble penetrating the
Piper defense with Schultz, Seltz,
Norlander providing a forward wall
averaging about six feet, four inches.
Coach Hutton removed Schultz and
Norlander for most of the second
half and the Dragons were able to
keep on even terms. Both teams
scored thirty points in the second
half but Hutton's reserve five played
almost all of the last quarter.
The Pipers picked up a little more
ground curing the third quarter with
the score standing at 52-26 as the
period closed. McGuire and Nelson
did some nice work for the Dragons
in this period.
Schultz, Norlander, and Boyd left
the game at the start of the final
canto, putting the Dragons on neareven terms in the height department.
This was a great factor in the play
around the backboards and the num
ber of Dragon recoveries increased
immediately.
The Pipers never seemd to be at
a loss at what to do. They made bas
kets from far out in the court, from
the corners and exhibited unusual
coolness in sinking so-called "set
ups". Their accuracy from the freethrow line, too, was uncanny, as they
netted eleven of thirteen tries. The
Dragons made only four out of eleven.

Cobs Assume Lead in Inter
City Play With 42-31 Win

Western Mistic

A bright spot appeared in the game
The Dragons have been preparing
this week for a return tilt with in the excellent performance of Mar
Jamestown on the Jimmie court after vel Deike, regular of last year, who
having dropped a 42-31 game
to has been out with an elbow injury re
Concordia on Tuesday in the first of ceived in football.. Deike has been
a three game series for the Fargo- out for practice only two weeks but
Moorhead title. The win gave the played as good, if not better, ball
Cobs two wins and no losses in inter than any player on either team in his
city play. The Dragons have broken brief appearance. He played only
even in their two games while the about a quarter, tallying four points.
Leading the scorers for the evening
NDAC Bison lost both their games.
The locals will have to win both of was Buel Brodin, Cobber guard, with
the other Cobber-Dragon affairs in eleven markers. Brodin received a cut
order to win the title. And that's a over his right eye in the second quar
mighty big order for any team. The ter when he ran into Dick Holzer,
next game is on January i2 on the veteran referee. He was taken out of
Junior high school floor.
the game immediately but returned
It only took Christiansen's crew a early in the second half.
matter of six minutes to build up a
Gordon "Curls" Nlson, for the fifth
comparatively sizeable lead, that they consecutive time, led Dragon scorers
never relinquished. Hertsgaard, Cob with 9 points. Erickson, Garven,
ber center, opened the scoring with Deike, and McGuire iscoredi four
an under-the-basket push shot after apiece to tie for second place honors.
about two minutes of play. Nelson
The summary:
countered with a free throw but Car COBBERS
FG FT FM PF TP
riers made the first of his four bas Grande, f
3 1 1 1 7
kets to make it 4-1 for the Cobbers. Strand, f
5 0 1 3 10
McGuire's field goal and Fielder's Hertsgaard, c
3 0 3 4 6
two free throws gave the Dragons Brodin, g
4 3 3 3 11
tneir only lead of the game at 5-4. Carriere, g
4 0 0 2 3
The Cobbers went ahead on Strand's Beck, c
0 0 0 1 0
field toss and were never headed Strandquist, g ..
0 0 0 0 0
thereafter.
Grinnaker, f
0 0 0 0 0
They held a 17-8 advantage at the
Totals
end of the quarter. The Dragons
19
4 8 14 42
outscored them in the second period DRAGONS
FG FT FM PF TP
to narrow the advantage to 24-16, McGuire, f
2 0 1 4 4
however, and in the third period the Solien, f
0 0 1 0 0
locals, paced by Marvel Deike, play Nelson, c
4 1 0 3 9
ed their best ball, taking advantage Erickson, g
.. 2 0 2 1 4
of a Cob let-down to narrow their Fielder, g
0 3 0 0 3
margin to four points at one time and Forseth, f .
1 0 0 0 0
to 29-25 as the third canto closed. Garven, g
1 2 2 1 4
But in the final period the alert Malfeo, f
0 1 0 1 1
Cobbers utilized a number of wide- Deike, f
1 2
2
0 4
open scoring opportunities to take
Totals
II 9 8 10 31
Above are pictured Harold Erickson and Bob Fielder, regular guards over a commanding lead. The Drag
on's defense was left open as the
Scoring
by
quarters:
for two seasons of play. Bob and Harold are two of the mainstays in the Drag
boys attempted to stymie Concordia's Concordia
17 24 29 42
on attack and have contributed as much toward having a winning team as any stalling tactics.
MSTC
8 16 24 31
members of the team.
Erickson, a former Moorhead high player, is playing his last year for
MSTC. Erick is a four-year letterman who saw action with "Sliv" Nemzek's
team in his freshman year, played for two years under Ed Hammer, and now
winds up his career with Roy Domek. who, incidentally, was his high school
coach.
Erickson was placed on the second team in the NTCC all-conference se
lections last year. Erick's specialty, you know, is a Jong two-hand shot from
most anywhere in the gym, just so it is long. And any of you people who
By DR. E. M. SPENCER
to learn the suggestions of the coach.
have seen those shots know his accuracy, so we won't go into that. Although
Well—the Cobbers did it. Let its This is 'the job for the player. Each
Mr. Erickson was not consulted personally, we're sure his greatest thrill in give credit even to our rivals. They player must be willing to do
more
a basketball game came against Concordia in his sophomore year. Each team were an aggressive and an alert team. than he is asked to do. He must get
ANNUAL TOURNEY
had won one game, one of them an overtime tilt, incidentally, and the same two They followed and "hawked" the ball a thrill out of doing the daily work
CANCELLED
teams were locked in a struggle for the city championship. Again the regu continuously, they moved quickly in in preparation for the games, learn
Athletic Director Roy Domek an
lation game ended in a tie, but the Cobbers had gained a one-point- advant to scoring opportunities left open by ing offensive and defensive tactics—
the Dragon defense and they also a thrill in being the first one back on
nounces 'hat the annual mid-season
age in the overtime period and there were three seconds left. But Erickson,
played the ball well off the back defense, the first one down on of
Dragon invitational basketball tour
standing on the center line, received a pass from Chuck Putney, turned and boards. How much they excelled the fense, setting up, the play for his
nament has been cancelled. The
shot the ball squarely through the hoop for the winning two points. Thus the Dragons in these areas is no doubt a teammate to score, spoiling oppo
tourney, uruvlly held just before
Dragons won the intra-city championship of 1941.
matter of opinion, but nevertheless nents offense, and last but not least
New Year's Day, was abolished be
Fielder is in his junior year at the college, and has played all three years the score indicates an edge to the —a thrill in team play. Victory must
cause of war conditions affecting
with the varsity team. He is a product of Staples high school, where he play Cobbers. To say that the edge is due not be alone in his mind dining this
travel facilities, hotel accommoda
to superior ability is even more de preparatory period but the thrill in
ed
under Milt Hollister, former MS athlete.
tions, etc. /
Bob, although he hasn't done much scoring this year, has certainly been batable and for the time being I am knowing he is doing the job better
an asset to the team with his sterling passing and defensive play. Fielder, in sure a large number of Dragon fans each day. He must get fun each daywill not ascribe to this explanation. preparing and planning for the
sports jargon, is a "heads-up" ball player, alert to see chances for pass inter
A more logical explanation would seem games. If so, victories and success
ceptions or any other defensive tactics. Fielder's scoring is limited to an oc to lie in the factor of "confidence". will follow. If not victories, then a
casional shot from fairly close range, for he spends most of his time working The Cobbers gave indication from the thrill and fun from doing the job
the ball into his front line team-mates.
beginning that they were out to win well.
Like Erickson, Bob also was placed on the second team in all-conference and felt they had the stuff with
Now a personal note to the squad
selections last year. And, barring unforseen difficulties—army induction, in which to do it. Only during the third itself—we realize you are operating
By DON SCHLATTMAN
juries, etc.,—we see no reason why both of them shouldn't do as well or bet quarter did this confidence seem to under emotional tension and strata
waver. Whereas the Dragons seemed brought about by uncertainties of war
Last FTiday night, Dragon fans had ter this year.
to be playing on ''hopes". True the and reserve status, but equally so are
a chance to see the smoothest gang
Dragons fought all the way, never your opponents. We know you are
of basketball players to hit the local more fire and scrap than they had normal again.
It appeared to be a case of Con gave up and gave their utmost to win trying to do your best. We know you
court in a good many moons. Led by shown during the entire game. Us
All-American John Norlander with ing his wizardry at the beginning of cordia wanting to win more than the and orchids to them, but there is a have the ability and we have con
fourteen points, the Pipers dusted the the game Tony could probably have Dragons. Showing all the spirit and difference between a performance fidence in you that you are going to
that
ability. Higher
per
Dragons by 65 to 42. From the open crossed things up so that Schultz and fight between the whistles the lads based on "confidence" that one can show
ing whistle it was all Hamline till Norlander would have been tossed across the orchard outfought MS for do the job and on a "hope" that it centage of students are attending
the middle of the second half, when from the game for taking swings at four quarters to win handily. Indivi can be done. The difference may be the games than ever before.
Dragons, give these students some
Norlander, Schultz and Boyd left the him. We think that they would have dually, the Dragons had it on the small or large but nevertheless there
thing to brag about; something to
game in favor of reserves. With the been gentlemen enough to carry Mar Cobbers. You can't win unless you is a difference.
How is confidence developed? Each talk about and think about during
Hamline second string on the firing vin off the court as they made an get together. Personally we'll string
with the Domek charges to start and every member of the squad must the disturbed years ahead. Let us
line, the Dragons made a battle of . exit.
develop confidence in his own ability not make it a basketball season of
Roy Domek's current headache is clicking but quick.
what had been a Piper walk away.
We can take heart in knowing that and ONE (there are others) good way regrets but one that will be pleasant
We shudder at the thought of facing j the 42-31 pasting that the Cobbers
Htttton's sharp-shooters for a full forced the Dragons to swallow last the Dragons can take another crack to do this is by doing everything memories for players and students.
game. At times the flashy effortless Tuesday evening in the local back at the Cobbers. How about bending possible to develop a feeling within So boys why not tighten your belts,
ball handling of the Hamlines made yard. If they ration aspirin many a all our efforts to taking our friends to oneself that he is prepared to do the grit your teeth and resolve that this
the Dragons seem pathetically help Dragon fan will need a steel shod the cleaners? It would be a pleasant
job. This can be done only through season be it as it may, will not be
dome to hold that beautiful head surprise.
less.
Hats off to the unknown soldier hard work and training. To meet and one in the "What it might have been"
A pretty fair country ball player ache. My boss Murphy has his best
who led a few cheers and pulled the defeat opponents of the caliber of the category. Hard work will do it. I am
named Nelson kept the Dragons to head-splitter whenever the men of
bleacher support out of a peaceful Cobbers or the Pipers takes the hard
gether by scrapping it out with his Concordia dump his beloved Crimson.
sure with that extra determination it
slumber (Later reports were that it
All-American opponent in a manner He paces the floor of the blisxiC of
est kind of work. A coach can only can be done. We know you can do it
was
By
Townsend,
an
MS
grad
of
that made you proud to support the fice with wet towels wrapped around
'39). Next time, barring
another teach, he cannot learn for his play and we will give you our support to
Crimson. If the boys had not been a throbbing noggin and mutters
Euterpe
concert,
we'll
have
our
cheer- ers. They must assume responsibility the finish.
again."
spell-bound by the sight of the tall "licked by those dlads from St. Paul during the first In all fairness to the dean of sports ; ing force with us, we hope, including
quarter the score might have been writers, we think the Dragons should the two blonde queens of cheerleadmore favorable. One thing seems to be make an honest effort to top the ers, Shirley K, and Harriette Peterin the bag. Let Harold Erickson shoot Cobbers and bring Murphy back to sen.
GROUND FLOOR
from mid-court a few times, and the
score board will turn over a couple
_____
Saving of 10 Per Cent Until Oct. 15
of times. Timely buckets by the
Dragon guard have pulled Domek's
Iii Order To Get Photos To Boys Abroad
boys out of more than one slumber.
M/
They Must Be Made Before October 15
Let's hope that the Crimson don't
Ohe 8x10 Enlargement Frame with Each Dozen Pictures
make a practice of sleep walking
/f
*=
when they are supposed to be get
The City Hall is just across the
ting rebounds off the basket.
zr3U$TODAYl*~
Street.
r~
When Roy Domek, at his writs end,
Moorhead
Minnesota
inserted Marvin (OToole) Malfeo in
New Location: 610 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.
•• * . *
to the Hamline fracas, the one man
gang in miniature gave the locals
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Rho Lambda Chi
Initiates 48

Frat-ority Fables

MSTC TIMETABLE

Christmas Carol Singing
Feature of LSA Party

Monday, January 4

8:00 Art club party
B-X INITIATES RUSHING
ston, chairman of the formal tea to
WITH
SPOOK
BOOK
At an impressive ceremony in Ingle: be held Sunday, January 17, in the Tuesday, January .1
side on Monday, December 14, fortyThe Beta Chi "Spook" party will ini sorority room will be Mary Lavely, 9:00 Classes Begin
Beta Chi fun party
eight new members were initiated in tiate formal rushing activities on Tues Crookston, Blanche Larson, Beltrami,
to Rho Lambda Chi, rural education day January 5. Chairman of the and Elaine Mee, Fargo.
Wednesday, January 6
club. Initiates are: Eva Buhr, Elbow Spooks
party,
Jean Betty
St.
Gamma Nu fun party
Rushing invitations have been in
Lake; Mary Smith, Page, N. D.: Helen Pierre. Mahnomen, will be assisted by
, charge of Phyllis Regedal, Beltrami, Thursday, January 7
Maack, Arleene Lyden, Velma Mikkel- Lorraine Coleman. Fargo, N. D.. and
Ruth Rotunda, Montevideo, and Beth
Pi Mu Phi fun party
son. Rothsay; Eunice Klemetson, Ulen; Kay Linde, Neche, N. D.
Kiser, Crookston.
Friday, January 8
Inga Braaten, Pelican Rapids; Viola
Marian Zosel, Wadena, heads ar
Psi Delta Kappa fun party
Bunkowske, Vergus; Arlene Erickson. rangements for the formal "winter WINTER THEME FOR
Hawley; Valerie Huseth, Elbow Lake: carnival banquet. Genevieve Johnson, PI RUSHEES
Tuesday, January 12
Elaine Lybeck, Arthur, N. D.; Elaine Hoffman, is assisting with the formal
8:00 Lyceum, Nathan Millsten, MoorGwen Snarr, Moorhead, Pi Mu Phi
head armory
Craik, Argyle; Arvalla Anderson, Beard- banquet which is to be held at the
rushing captain, announces a winter
Psi Delt formal dinner, Gard
sley; Rachell Strand, Wahpeton; Alice Powers, Friday, January 15.
| iheme for Pi rushees. General arrange
ner hotel
Jorgenson. Lisbon, N. D.; Myrtle An
The Snowflake formal tea on Sun
ments for rushing have been in charge
derson, Thief
River Palls;' Eulalia day, January 17, is in charge of Elaine
Wednesday,
January 13
of Shirley M. Peterson, Wheaton,
Palmer, Detroit Lakes; Harriette Scott. Schumacher, Wadena, who will be
Pi Mu Phi formal dinner,
Shirley K. Peterson. Ada, and Helen
Pelican Rapids; Sadie Krekula. New assisted by Orlyn Lebus, Davenport,
Gardner hotel
Hurd, Dilworth, Ruth Carlson, Felton,
York Mills; Ruby Neprud, Shelly; North Dakota.
Thursday,
January 14
heads formal dinner arrangements.
The invitations committee for formal
Maxine Champ, Averill; Joyce Lura.
Gamma Nu
formal dinner,
Decorations for rushing activities are
Hawley; Rosemary Sattler. New Eng rushing included Helen Cushing, Han
Graver hotel
in charge of Marianne Whalen, Ada,
land; Helen Haire. Kent; Marie Wick, cock, Elaine Schumacher, Wadena, and
and Mae Tonneson, Mahnomen. Invi Friday, January 15
Moorhead; Donna Carter, Moorhead, Astrid Rosier, Fertile.
Beta Chi formal dinner, Powers
tations are under the direction of
Irene Theede, Fairmont, N. D.; Jeanne
hotel
Ruth
Powell,
Moorhead,
assisted
by
Larson, Rosholt, S. D.; Arleen Jahn. GAMS TO RUSH IN
Norma Sands, Alvarado, and Mrs. Sunday, January 1"
Perham; Florence Stumbo,
Ulen; MILITARY THEME
Eunice Hagen.
Formal rushing teas, 4-6, sor
Carol Mittag,
Wahpeton;
Marcia
Gamma Nu rushees will be enter- !
ority rooms
The
Pi
Mu
Phi
auxiliary
will
be
Bergum, Wahpeton; Florence Hermann, tained in a military theme at their
Perham; Mary Witasek, Lankin, N. D.; fun party banquet, and formal tea. hostesses at the formal rushing tea on
Elsie Carlson, Erskine; Ethel Mattson, Bernadine Tivis, Fargo, leads the fun*' Sunday, January 17.
Lake Bronson; Dorothy Taasaas. Mar party at the home of Dr. and Mrs. '
garet Boehmlehner, Wheaton; LaBelle Joseph Kise on Wednesday, January : PSI DELT RUSHEES IN
Hatlie, Colfax, N. D.; Anne Slette. 6. Assisting at the party will be Mur- "WINTER WONDERLAND"
New members of Lambda Phi Sig
Wadena: Betty Kuehl, Sabin; Kath- iel Janzen, Moorhead. Margie Kinne- ; Psi Delta Kappa rushees will enter ma, local honorary education fraterni
erine Kay, Collis; Marjorie Johnson. berg, Moorhead. and Catherine Hau- I "Winter Wonderland" during rush ty, are Judith Chilton, Detroit Lakes;
week.
Wahpeton, N. D.; Amy O. Nelson kebo, Underwood.
Joanne Hart. Mahnomen; Elizabeth
Hoffman; Eleanor Swiers,
Bejou;
Gamma Nu alums will serve as i Rushing Captain Marjorie Anderson, Kiser, Crookston: Phyllis Lofgren, HalGrayce Merrick, Kent.
the
following lock; Shirley M. Peterson, Wheaton;
hostesses at the formal banquet at Warren, announces
Alvarado;
Alvina
A reading, "Christmas", by Eleanor the Graver hotel on Thursday, Janu- ! formal rushing committees: program Norma Sands,
and entertainment, Phyllis Lofgren, Schmidt, Fergus Falls; Mary Fuxa,
Roosevelt was given by Marjorie ary 14.
Assisting Margaret Stevens. Crook- ! Hallock; Dorothy Fobes, Moorhead; Bejou; Marianne Whalen. Ada, and
Roberts, Redwood. Group singing of
Donna Wilkens, Grand Rapids; invi Maurice Zuehlsdorff, Moorhead. Ini
Christmas carols completed the pro
tations and decorations, Charlotte tiation was held Sunday, December 13,
gram.
Newberry, Jamestown, N. D.; Fern in the Hollyhock room at Comstock
Gaibreath, Lisbon, N. D.; Patricia hall.
Committees in charge were; refresh
The program, which was held in
Dr. Glenn Dildine will speak cn j Evans, Detroit Lakes; food, Joanne
ments, Emily Tolbert, Pelican Rapids,
heredity at the next meeting of YWCA : Hart, Mahnomen, and Marvyl Wheel Wheeler hall parlor following the ban
and Lois Peterson, Page. N. D.; initia
er, Hawley; transportation, Ruth Gil- quet, consisted of singing of Christmas
on January 14 in Ingleside.
tion, Helen Cushing, Hancock, and
Dorothy Fobes, Moorhead, and Mar- \ bertson, Roseau, and Shirley Utke, carols, a vocal solo by Catherine
Carmen Skrien, Ulen; and program, ilyn Lunder, Hawley, are on the pro Mapleton, North Dakota: gift, Hjordis Haukebo, a dramatic reading by Jean
Gladlola Olson, Rochert, and Carol gram committee; Irene Rustad, Thief Jorve, Halstad. The formal tea is in j Rutkowski, and several stunts per
formed by the initiates.
River Falls, is in charge of'refresh
Stras, Rothsay.
charge of Charlotte Newberry, James
ments.
Plans are now being made for a
town, N. D.
costume party to be held in February.
Newman club's monthly communion
The Psi formal dinner will be on

LSA held

Roy Harrisville and Mr.
Gilbert
Thompson gave brief talks. Scripture
was read by Mildred Liudahl, Daven
port, N. D. The entire group partici
pated in Christmas carol singing.
Apples and ice cream were served for
lunch.

English Fraternity
Votes On New Members
Sigma Tau Delta voted on new
members and planned for their initia
tion which will be held the second
Tuesday in January. Monroe Balkenol,
Wadena, and Dorothy Hansen, Trail,
are in charge of refreshments.
Invitations have been sent to the
prospective members.

COMSTOCK TAXI
708 Center Ave.
Dial 3-1546

Remember the

ALAMO CAFE
"Just Good Food"
"06 Center Ave.

HEADQUARTERS

Dr. J. H. Sandness

Your Neighborhood Store

Fairway Fine Foods
Dial 3-0363

1012 7th Ave. So.

Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted

ERNEST PEDERSON

WA.A initiated new members on
Tuesday, December 15, in Ingleside in
conjunction with a Christmas party.

Dr. G. L. Gosslee
Surgeon

Dentist

Rexall[Store

Everything in Groceries, School
Supplies, Candies and Ice Cream
Open Evenings and Sunday
Dial 3-0806
422 10th St. South

10 Sixth Street North
Moorhead, Minn.

Dr. F. A.

Christmas Gift
Guide

For
Helpful Suggestions

Rich Autumn Shades
In Cheviots,

Duncan

Dial 3-0913
Dial 3-0311
PHYSICIANS and SURGEONS
624 Center Ave.
Wheeler Blk.

WOLD DRUG

TYROL GASOLINE
YEFDOL MOTOR OIL

707 First Ave. So.

"W« Dive E. A H.

Next to Want Ad Page

Green Stamps"

AMERICAN STATE BANK
Moorhead, Minn.

A Friendly Home-Owned Institution

DIAL 3-1385

L

A. BENSON

WATCHES — DIAMONDS — SILVER WARE
EYES EXAMINED
No Interest or Carrying Charge On Your Purchase

C R E S C E N T CO.

01 Broil,1hhj

COURTEOUS SERVICE,
BETTER VALUES
Johnnie Knapp
Marty Kuppich
Dial 3-1519
621 First Ave. So.
Phone Office 3-1721

Fttfgo, N. D.
—
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Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted

DR. C. TILLISCH

I he demand for office workers is the heaviest in our
nation s history. Why not start the new year right by takinga course in business training?

Optometrist
Eyesight Specialist

If interested, write for a catalog

Office In Moorhead Theatre BIdff.
Dial 3-2058
Moorhead, Minn.

INTERSTATE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Fargo, North Dakota

Fairmont's Better Food Products
F A P. Cr O

That Are Pure, Fresh and Wholesome

THE BLUE BIRD COFFEE SHOP
E. M. PETERSON
618 Center Ave, Moorhead, Minnesota

Twin City Market

ZERVAS QUALITY MEATS
GRADE A DAIRY PRODUCTS

Moorhead, Minnesota

For a Visit, a Lnncli or a Meal

Dial 3-1612

Member of F'ederal Deposit Insurance Corp.

FOR

CENTRAL LUMBER CO.

MEET YOUR FRIENDS
At OUR FOUNTAIN

No Utiles Tax

m

Consult Us For Quality Materials

Sixth Street and First Avenue

MALVEY
SERVICE STATION

NEW '
FARGO FORUM
FEATURE

A. S. Sigurdson, Owner
516 Center Ave.

Building Supplies, Paints, Fuel

EDDIE'S

Tweeds and Coverts

Your Search for Suitable
Gifts Made Easy By
This

MOORHEAD DRUG
CO.

Dr. J. W.

Thysell

CHILI

New Fall Suits

The Fargo Forum
Classified

The Original

Lincoln Grocery

Home Made At

SEE

For

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

American State Bank Bldg.
Moorhead, Minn.

Dr. V. E. Freeman

—OPTOMETRIST—
Phone 3-1743
Moorhead, Minn.
DEPENDABLE OPTICAL SERVICE

Christmas

Emily Nelson. Elbow Lake, was chair

Dildine To Speak On
Heredity At YWCA

The College Grocery

informal

man of the program committee. Rev.

Banquet, Program
Precedes Initiation

breakfast was held Sunday, December Tuesday, January 12, at the Graver
13, at St. Joseph's church.
hotel.

an

party in Ingleside on Monday after
noon, December 14, from 4 to 6.

N O. D A K.

Fleece Overcoats
$19.75
Fingertip Coats
$7.95

In Teal

and Green
Size 36 to 42

CASS CLAY CO-OP CREAMERY COMPANY HUB CLOTHINC CO.
616 Center Ave.

Moorhead, Minn.

Assures You of FINE QUALITY—
They are used in your dining room and are for sale by all the leading
dealers.

Ask for the FAIRMONT brand when buying milk, cream, butter, cheese,
eggs, ice cream.

THE FAIRMONT CREAMERY COMPANY

,

